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Baffle Systems 

Range Systems offers a full line of baffles in various configurations 
for every type of ballistic protection needed. Traditional baffles simply 
redirect misfires and ricochets – not necessarily stop their path and 
contain them. We take range safety very seriously and designed our 
baffle systems to stop and contain errant rounds, significantly 
minimizing the occurrence of dangerous ricochet. Our baffle systems 
provide a safer range environment for personnel and equipment.  

Baffles must be matched with the capabilities of the ammunition 
being fired on the range. There are different requirements for baffled 
ranges that are used for handgun shooting only, as opposed to those 
that are used for both rifle and handgun shooting. These differences arise from the unique penetration capabilities of various 

caliber rounds.  Another consideration when choosing a baffle 
systems is to select one that is designed to withstand projectile 
forces equal to or in excess of those to which the bullet trap will be 
subjected.  

To cover or protect vulnerable ceiling areas or range fixtures, baffles 
must extend the entire width of the range. Baffle sections can be 
bridged from wall-to-wall, suspended from the ceiling structure, hung 
vertically or angled.  Load weight computations and recommended 
placement is provided to the range planner as a part of Range 
Systems design package. 

Spacing of baffles is dependent on the range distance (firing line to 

target line) and ceiling height in indoor range facilities. Baffle 

placement is calculated using line-of-sight from standing, kneeling, 

and prone positions in a fixed firing line range. This is calculated 

differently in a dynamic range where shooters advance downrange 

and the baffle system must be configured accordingly.  Our baffles 

and guards also protect downrange lights, columns, utilities or any 

type of protuberance that is in the line of fire. 

Diligent care must be taken when considering the design and construction of a baffle system that will completely contain all shots 

and ricochets in the range area. You can trust Range Systems to provide you with expert advice and deliver products that are 

unmatched in durability and ballistic capabilities.  

We offer the widest range of baffle options in the industry allowing you to choose both your level of protection and safety to ensure 
you get exactly what you need for your specific range requirements.  See detailed chart on the following page. 



Baffle Systems 

Each selection is available with two facing options, OSB wood particle board, or Dura-Panel™ ballistic rubber panel in 1” or 2” 
thicknesses.  See chart below for ballistic capability by baffle and ammunition type.  

Ammunition Type 

Ballistic Capacity by Baffle 
and Ammunition Type 9mm     

124 grain FMJ 
.44 Magnum    
240 grain JSP 

30-06             
150 grain FMJ 

7.62 x 51mm 
NATO M80   

147 grain FMJ 

5.56 x 45mm 
NATO M103     
55 grain FMJ 

Tier I Baffle Types 
3/8” AR500 steel plate 
vertical or angled baffle 
with 2” Dura-Panel rubber 
facing 

 3/8” AR500 steel plate 
angled baffle with 1”  Dura-
Panel rubber facing 
3/8” AR500 steel plate 
angled  baffle with OSB 
facing and air gap 

Tier II Baffle Types 
¼” AR500 steel plate angled 
baffle with 2” Dura-Panel 
rubber facing 

 ¼” AR500 steel plate angled 
baffle with 1” Dura-Panel 
rubber facing 

 ¼” AR500 steel plate angled 
baffle with OSB facing and 
air gap 

Tier III Baffle Types 
10 gauge steel angled baffle 
with 1” Dura-Panel rubber 
facing 

 10 gauge steel angled baffle 
with OSB facing and air gap 

Capabilities Legend 
Minor Wear   
Will defeat and contain multiple shots 
with only minor wear on steel plate 
backer 

Minimal to No Damage 
Will defeat and contain multiple 
standard rifle rounds with little to no 
damage to the steel plate backer 

Minor Damage Will Occur 
After multiple shots to the same area, 
minor damage to the steel plate backer 
will occur 

Damage Will Occur  
After multiple shots to the same area, 
damage to the steel plate backer will 
occur 

Damage Will Occur with Possibility of 
Shoot-Through   
After multiple shots to the same area, 
damage to the steel plate backer will 
occur with possibility of perforation and 
bullet pass-through 

Not Recommended 
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